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Algorithms Make and Inform Decisions

(Big Data + ML Revolution)



With the centrality of algorithms and data, more and more policy 
questions revolve around computation: 
• Here: fairness. Other examples:
• Privacy
• Censorship vs. free speech in social platforms, 
• Filtering of news (the filtered bubble), 
• Identifying fake news, 
• Net neutrality, 
• National security vs. individual freedoms (the San Bernardino cell phone 

case), 
• Loss of jobs due to automatization, 
• Fear of AI, …
CS can inform public debate but also extend the range of solutions. 

Computation and Society



• Population includes minorities

• Ethnic, religious, medical, geographic
• Protected by law, policy, ethics

• Would algorithms discriminate or make more equitable decisions?

• Left to their own devices, algorithms may propagate and possibly amplify 
biases (many real examples).

• Not enough to learn and optimize
• Not even enough to gather “representative data”

Concern: Discrimination



Fairness is multidisciplinary: Philosophy, Law, Economics, Statistics, Social 
Science, …
• A lot of interest within CS in recent year. Still quite young …

What is the role of computer-scientists?
• Part of the problem - part of the solution
• In models, definitions, algorithms etc. (following the examples of 

cryptography, privacy, …) 
• Need a “multidisciplinary village” and a bridge between normative 

aspirations and computational realities.
• Language gap and conflicting values

The Role of CS and neighbors



• Major role in this vibrant area since its inception about a decade ago
• Previous areas within CS and theory: fair scheduling, distributed 

computing, envy-freeness, cake cutting, stable matching.

• Growing in sophistication and depth. 
• Relations to Machine Learning and Optimization, Privacy, Complexity 

Theory, Cryptography, Computational Social Science, Game Theory 
and more.

• Very dynamic. 
• By the time you watch this video may be completely out of date.

Theory in Algorithmic Fairness



• What do individual probabilities mean? 
• Randomness in the environment?

• Limited Information?
• Bounded computational resources?

• Debated for decades within Statistics [Philip Dawid]. Will not resolve 
here.

Individual Probabilities?



Cannot expect a single definition
• Fairness is context dependent and should incorporate social norms.
• A catalog of evils: discrimination may be subtle!

• Know it when you see it ?? 

Definitions are extremely important 
• Follow the examples of cryptography, privacy, game theory …
• Better argue about definitions rather than about systems. 
• An important language to understand fairness

Fairness?



For a few protected groups S, make sure that your predictor  “behaves 
similarly” on S and on the general population U.
• Various interpretations of “behaves similarly:” 

• Statistical parity - every prediction outcome is as likely on S and U
• Balance – Similar false positive and false negatives on both S and U
• Calibration – prediction values accurate on average on S and on U
• More …

• Easy to work with but all offer very weak protection (easy to abuse, may 
even cause more harm) 

• Are at odds with each other and often at odds with utility
• Which S deserves/needs our protection? Who decides?

Group Notions of “Fairness”



Often the weakness of group notions of fairness is that they do not protect 
important subgroups.
• Advertise burger-joint to vegetarians in the group S you want to exclude 

[DHPRZ’12] 
• Treat all loan applicants from S as equally qualified 

Fairness relies on identifying subgroups that are relevant to the task at hand 
(carnivores, qualified loan applicants, …)

Multi-group fairness offers “fairness protection” to every (large) set that can 
be identified given the data and given computational limitations
• In some exact sense: the best possible
• Computational perspective to fairness

Which Groups? A Computational Perspective



Parting thoughts:

The societal impact of computation is on all of us! 

Cannot address it alone, cannot be addressed without us 

Computational perspective is powerful: need to account 

for computational limitations of all parties.


